Wellness & Recovery Training Plan Timeline

(Expected Regional Model Go-Live Date Spring 2019)

October 10, 2018
Time: 9:00AM-5:00PM Red Lion Hotel Redding Motivational Interviewing I
Introduction to methods on engaging individuals in behavioral change. UCLA CEs offered: See below

December 4, 2018
Time: 9:00AM-5:00PM
PHC Fairfield Office
Motivational Interviewing II
Advanced training to methods on engaging individuals in behavioral change. UCLA CEs offered: See below

May 10, 2019
Time: 9:00AM-5:00PM
The McConnell Foundation, Redding
Motivational Interviewing II
Advanced training to methods on engaging individuals in behavioral change. UCLA CEs offered: See below

October 10, 2018
Motivational Interviewing I

December 4, 2018
Motivational Interviewing II

May 10, 2019
Motivational Interviewing II

Questions:

1. What are the main types of training offered by UCLA for behavioral health professionals?

2. What is the purpose of ASAM Criteria Overview Webinar?

3. When are the Regional Model & Residential Services Training dates?

UPCOMING DEADLINE: DECEMBER 2018 ASAM eLEARNING MODULES

ASAM Criteria Overview Webinar Open Until Dec 2018
Module 1: ASAM Multidimensional Assessment
Module 2: ASAM From Assessment to Service Planning
NOTE: These webinars must be reviewed by direct care staff before the Regional Model goes live in January 2019.

CEU/CME
California Institute for Behavioral Health Solutions (CIBHS) provides trainings through 2018. UCLA Trainer and CEUs:
LMFT’s, LCSW’s, LPCC’s, and/or LEP’s, RADT’s I/II, CADC’s-CS’s, CADC’s I/II, CADCs-CSs, and LAADCs

UCLA ISAP SARC training offers LMFTs, LCSWs, LPCCs, and LEPs. RADTs I/II, CADCs-CSs, CADCs I/II, CADCs-CSs, LAADCs, CATCs, CAODCs. The SARC training series also qualifies for work-related education (WRE); interested individuals can apply for training credit through their respective training units.

Partnership HealthPlan of CA (PHC) Offers CME’s and CEU’s to Doctors and Nurses